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Editorial 
 

 

 

This is again the time when we have been approached by our current Vic Assam Committee remind-
ing the arrival of our “Bapoti Sahun Rongali Bihuti” and requesting to shoulder the responsibility of 
compiling and editing the “Enajori 2013”. Despite numerous personal and professional commit-
ments, we are extremely proud to be part of Enajori 2013 that heralds our rich culture we left 
behind long time ago. The publication of Enajori 2013 marks one of the most significant celebra-
tions of our Rongali Bihu 2013 among the extended Assamese community here in Victoria.   

 

As before, this 7th Edition of the Enajori 2013 has taken her shape once again with the diverse col-
lection of colourful write-ups from many contributors among our Assamese community as well as 
friends from overseas.  The publication of Enajori 2013 particularly marks the absence of our be-
loved Kamal Dutta dada for the first time in our celebration of Rongali Bihu here in Melbourne. 
The departed soul on 25 June 2012 certainly left us without a fatherly support required in every 
step forward in our armature Assamese community and we will miss him forever. 

 

As this year’s celebration of Rongali Bihu is supported by a fund received from the Boroondara City 
Council, the circulation of Enajori 2013 is expected to reach a much wider community beyond our 
traditional boundary. We hope that this edition will help abridging the gap of our cultural ethnici-
ty with other communities and herald the identity of the Assamese Community within the Multicul-
tural Australian Society.         

 

Last but not least, our sincere gratitude goes out to all the contributors for their kind support and 
commitments to make this Enajori 2013 a great success.  

 

Wishing you all a very Happy Rongali Bihu 2013 and a successful Assamese New Year. 

 

 

Vaivab Jyoti Borgohain 

Aradhana Mazinder Barua 

Borgohain 

EDITORIAL TEAM 

Hemanta Doloi 
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From the President of Vic Assam Committee 

 

On behalf of the Vic Assam Committee I wish all our members and our friends a very Happy Bohag Bihu.   

Last year VIC ASSAM  INC managed to get three grants, one for the Bohag Bihu 2013, one for equipment and general admin-

istration and another one for Assamese cousin day.  

Each grant is given for a specific purpose which conforms to the requirements of the organization that awards the grant. 

VIC ASSAM INC has to submit a report to the organization from which the grant was received explaining with necessary 

documents how the grant money was spent. For example the money for the Bohag Bihu 2013 grant has to be spent for activities related to the 

cultural side of the Bohag Bihu celebration.   

The Victorian Multicultural Commission was happy with the way VIC ASSAM  INC utilized the money of the previous grants and approved two 

other grants. VIC ASSAM  INC  will try  to maintain its good record with the Victorian Multicultural Commission for any future grants.  The 

grant amount received is also influenced by the earnings of VIC ASSAM  INC which indicates the size of its membership.  

I sincerely hope our members enjoy the Bohag Bihu this year which we are sharing for the first time with our other Australian friends. I take 

this opportunity to thank the city of Boroondara and the Rotary club of Balwyn for their generous financial help in organizing the Bohag Bihu 

Celebration this year.  

Sundar  Sarma  

President, Vic Assam Inc 2012-2013 

Assamese Cuisine showcasing to wider Australian Community in 2012 
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A tribute to Kamal Dutta  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The year 2012 was truly a year of sadness in four years of formal Vic Assam history due to the death of our beloved Kamal Dutta dada who left 

us on 25 June. Late Dutta dada was the founding president of Vic Assam Inc. in 2010/2011 who, with his wealth of knowledge in lifelong social 

and public services, enlightened our community with enormous support and dedication to be united under the banner of the Vic Assam Inc.   

Our deepest respect and sympathy extends to not only the departed soul but also to his wife, Kalpana Dutta, immediate and extended families.  

 

Kamal Dutta dada was one of the very first members of the Assamese community who   arrived in Australia in 1959. Most of dada’s early time 

was spent in Tasmania initially as a student and latter for service. He then came to Melbourne in 1967 to join the Carborandum Pty Ltd at 

Thomastown as Technical Manager and subsequently served the Ministry of Defence as a scientist. 

 

Dada is survived by his dearest wife Kalpana Dutta, three children and a few grandchildren.  While no one in our Vic Assam community has any 

words to express the sadness of the death of Dutta dada, the entire community came forward with their helping hands to support Kalpana Dut-

ta and the family throughout the difficult period.  Due to Dutta dada’s long standing association with the extended Indian community in Victo-

ria, support flowing to the family from numerous sources was notable. Amongst many, the financial and moral help received from the Indian 

Associations of Victoria and the Tewari family were highly acknowledged in the Assamese community. 

 
 

~ By  Hemanta Doloi 
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Rongali Bihu Celebration and its significance  

 ~ Dr. Hemanta Doloi  

Among three main Bihus celebrated in Assam, Rongali Bihu (also known as 
Bohag Bihu) marks the most significant celebration in terms of scale and 
time. Rongali Bihu is celebrated on the first day of Assamese calendar month 
which falls usually around mid April. Rongali Bihu is a celebration of the 
Assamese New Year. Most notably, the celebration also coincides with the 
beginning of the Spring season which marks the start of the seeding period 
for farmers across the Assamese nation. The seeding and farming activities 
have a particular link with the celebration of subsequent two Bihus through-
out the year.  

The second Bihu after Rongali Bihu is known as “Kati Bihu” (also known as 
Kongali Bihu) and it is celebrated on the first day of Assamese “Kati” month 
which falls usually in mid October. The Kati Bihu celebration marks the com-
pletion of sowing and midst of growths, healthy fruiting and mature ripening 
of the paddies. The third Bihu in the year is known as “Maagh Bihu” (also 
known as Bhogali Bihu) marks the harvesting season and is celebrated on the 
first day of the Assamese month “Maagh” which falls in mid January.        

While every Bihu has its own significance in terms of preparation of particu-
lar food items and celebration protocols, the celebration of “Bohag Bihu” is 
unique and highly cheerful. The tradition includes particular folk dances 
with colourful dresses, numerous musical instruments such as Dhol, Peppa, 
Gogona, Tooka, Taal etc. Every caste and creed throughout Assam cele-
brates this festive season with their own traditional costumes and folk danc-
es which varies from place to place.  

The preparation for Rongali Bihu celebration usually spreads over months 
where households clean their houses, wash clothes, prepare special food 
such as “Chira”, “Muri”, “Hurum”, numerous verities of  “Pithas” namely 
“Dighol Pitha”, “Sutuli Pitha”, “Ghila Pitha”, “Takeli Pitha”, “Coconut La-
roo”, “Nimki and Khurma” etc. One of the most unique characteristics of 
the Rongali Bihu is the dedication of the first day, known as “Garu Bihu”, to 
cattle by giving them special baths with turmeric and lentil pastes in the 
morning and new ropes known as “Tora Pogha” in the evening. The bath is 
given in local rivers and ponds which are usually flooded with seasonal rain 
over the month of April. A special smoke known as “Jaak” is used near 
“Gohali” (cowsheds) to scare mosquitoes and flies for peaceful rest and 
livelihood of the cattle. The cattle are also fed with special “Pitha” made of 
rice grain and cut pieces of vegetables known as “Garu Shat” in the evening.      

On the next day, called “Manuh Bihu”, youngers seek blessings from elders 
and exchanges gifts of new cloths among each other. From the morning till 

evening, numerous delicacies of “Chira” and “Pithas”, are eaten 
and relatives get together in extended families. Elders go to 
“Naam Ghar” to offer prayers on this auspicious day. 'Bihu Husori' 
starts coming to households for entertainments with romantic/
religious songs, folk dances and traditional music. The owners of 
the house offer the “Husori” teams with cash and specially made 
“Gamosa” (a traditional Assamese hand-woven cotton towel with 
red designs with a white background) for blessings. 

“Bihu Sanmilans” (cultural fairs) are ogranised by local clubs and 
the Bihu committees in every corner of the cities by inviting prom-
inent singers, dancers and entertain the communities throughout 
the days and nights almost over a month. “Bihutolies” (fields and 
stages) are decorated with special items such as colorful “Jaapis”, 
“Banana Trees”, “Kopou” flowers etc.  

Special sounds of seasonal birds namely “Kuli” and “Kataki” on 
trees resonate the strong vibe of the cultural festivity throughout 
the region which touch the hearts and souls of everyone in Assam. 
This is what “We are truly missing” here in Melbourne. However, 
the sincere effort put together by every member of this small 
Assamese community to mimic the festive season is highly com-
mendable. I am sure that the tradition of our Rongali Bihu cele-
bration here in Melbourne truly heralds the strong cultural con-
nections between our youngsters and their parental origins. This 
celebration is highly significant bringing the cultural understand-
ing and education among the new generation Assamese here in 
Australia over many days and years to come.   

 

——————————   

A moment from Rongali Bihu 2012 
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Tai Namphake Buddhist Monastery  

~ Gautam Phookan (Muncie, Indiana USA) 

Nestled between bam-
boo groves and tall 
tamul (betel nut) trees 
on the banks of the Buri 
Dihing river, near Nahar-
katia, is the quaint little 
Tai Namphake Buddhist 
Monastery. It is the 
heart and soul of the 
surrounding Namphake 
village. On a recent visit to Assam, I was surprised to learn of this 
Buddhist community. On my sister's recommendation, my brother-
in-law, Dipayan and I set off early one morning from Duliajan to 
the village of Namphake. Arriving at the village, I was enthralled 
by the sight of the Monastery, a distinctive treasure standing firm, 
in the midst of the serene greenery and banks of the mighty 
Dihing. 

A self-guided tour of this quiet monastery revealed a large central 
prayer hall with numer-
ous idols of the Bud-
dha ... welcoming, 
peaceful and uplift-
ing. Numerous ancient 
Buddhist manuscripts 
are preserved in the 
monastery.  As I closed 
my eyes I could hear 
the harmonious chants 

of the monks reciting their morning prayers. And the mantra "Om 
Mani Padme  Hum" resonated in my mind. 

Although Buddhism originated in India, (Gautama the Buddha was 
a Hindu prince), it did not take firm root in the county, being 
unable to compete against the dominant Hindu religion. In time 
Buddhism eventually migrated outward and established deep roots 
in Nepal, Sri Lanka, Burma, Cambodia, Thailand, Tibet and many 
South Eastern countries. Most of the Tai dispersed in a wide swath 
from Burma, Thailand and Cambodia practice Theravada Bud-
dhism. On the courtyard of the monastery, the famous Ashoka 

chakra encouraged us to follow the eight fold path of the Buddha. We 
contemplated on this for a while, then slowly ambled out and made 
out way into the village. 

The thatched chang ghars, (houses built on stilts), stood tall beckon-
ing visitors to admire their 
quaint beauty.  I stopped ... 
captivated by the idyllic 
scene. The lady of the 
house was outside pounding 
rice, with her little son 
playing nearby. A few chick-
ens ran hither and thither. A 
dog slept in the courtyard 
oblivious to the surrounding activity. The village appeared to be fro-
zen in time. 

The Tai Phakes of Upper Assam, a Tai race, migrated to Assam from 
the Howkong Valley of Myanmar in 1775, (not to be confused with the 
Thai of Thailand). Indeed, Tai is a generic name of a major branch of 
the Mongoloid people of Asia. The Ahoms of Assam are also a Tai race 
who came to Assam in the 12th century and established the Ahom 
Kingdom. The Phakes came  through Assam's East-
ern mountainous corridors.  In 1850 they established  Tai Nam-
phake the oldest and most respected Buddhist monastery in As-
sam.  Since they came relatively recently, they still maintain their 
distinctive culture, which can be seen in their festi-
vals, clothes and cuisine.  They are bilingual, speaking the Phake 
language among themselves, and Assamese with those outside of 
their community, (you could compare them to the Amish in America). 

We experienced the Phake traditions and hospitality when the lady 
invited us in. She showed us around her spotless home and then 
served us tea with traditional Phake rice snacks, on the veranda of 
her chang ghar. I was touched by her hospitality.  She spoke with us 
in Assamese, but communicated with her son in her native Phake 
language, which has some similarity with the language of Thailand. A 
weaving loom stood in the veranda with a half-finished shawl. But I 
could not help notice a brand new refrigerator and satellite dish 
nearby in stark contrast to the rustic surroundings --- the pervasive 
reach of technology had not spared even this remote village. After 
that delightful cup of rejuvenating tea we left the village of Nam 
Phake with a deep sense of satisfaction and peace within. 

"All that we are is the result of what we have thought. The mind is 
everything, what we think, we become" -- The Buddha. 
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The city of Guwahati – an environmental 
tragedy  

~ Sundar Sarma  

Guwahati is the biggest city in the state of Assam and in North 
East India. Dispur the capital of Assam lies within the boundaries 
of greater Guwahati. Guwahati is also the biggest commercial, 
educational and health centre in North East India. According to 
the 2012 official report, the population of Guwahati was 1498659 
which was 3.5% of the population of Assam. The actual current 
population of Guwahati may be more than 1,500,000. The city is 
spread over an area of 556 sq km which is about 0.3% of the total 
area of Assam. The rate of increase in the population of Guwahati 
had been very high due to the continuous migration of people 
from all parts of North East India.  

Guwahati started as a small beautiful town on the southern bank 
of one of the biggest rivers in the world The Brahmaputra. It was 
surrounded by green hills, lakes, swamps and low lying paddy 
fields. The monsoon rainfall was high but the lakes, swamps and 
the low lying paddy fields accommodated the rain water. The 
residential areas were very rarely flooded. With the increase in 
population the demand for residential areas increased and habita-
tion expanded to the low lying areas (lakes, swamps and paddy 
fields). Soil was removed from the hills to fill in the low lying are-
as. The beautiful green hills started disappearing except in those 
isolated parts where houses were already built. During heavy down 
pour, soil erosion and landslides occurred in the uncut portions of 
the hills. The rain water carried and deposited the eroded soil in 
the existing natural drainage system of the city like the river Bhar-
alu and other creeks and gradually reduced their water carrying 
capacity to nil. No effective drainage system was built in the filled 
low lying areas to accommodate the rain water. Flooding occurs in 
the city even with a small amount of rain fall. Due to the lack of 
effective drainage system the flood water cannot escape easily, 
the streets and the houses remain water locked for several days 
after a heavy down pour.  

Looking at the cities in Australia and in other western countries, 
Guwahati had all the potential to develop into one of the most 
beautiful cities of the world. Very few cities were as lucky as Gu-
wahati to inherit so many rivers, hills and lakes. Instead of taking 
advantage of all those natural features they were gradually de-

stroyed. In Adelaide, I lived in the Delfin Island located in the suburb, 
West Lakes. Looking at the beautiful Delfin Island development, I 
realised how the low lying areas of Guwahati could have been devel-
oped into beautiful environment friendly residential areas. Before the 
Delfin Island development the West lakes area was a huge swamp near 
the coast. Part of the swamp was dug deeper and the soil was used to 
fill in the rest of the swamp. The Delfin Island was made in the middle 
of the swamp with the removed soil. All around the Delfin Island a 
circular deep lake was made which is used for swimming, boating and 
fishing. The lake also accommodates all the rain water runoff.    

Deepor Beel bird sanctuary is located in the western part of Guwahati 
between the Airport and Guwahati University. It was a beautiful pic-
nic spot when we were in the school. Due to the negligence over the 
years Deepor Beel has turned into a swamp area now. The whole area 
is government land. But illegal residences have started coming up in 
the Deepor Beel area and very soon it will be all filled. Another envi-
ronmental disaster is waiting to occur very soon. Deepor Beel is the 
hub of the natural drainage system in the region. A Delfin Island type 
development may be used to convert Deepor Beel into an environment 
friendly beautiful tourist attraction very close to the city.   

Brahmaputra River provides Guwahati with unlimited water resources. 
But Guwahati suffers from chronic water shortage. The water supply 
infrastructure development failed to cope with the very high rate of 
population growth. More than half of the city population has to de-
pend on ground water for their daily water requirement. Hand pumps 
and deep tube wells are being used to bring the ground water from 
buried aquifers to the surface.  

Aquifers are the layers of sediments below the surface which can 
store the ground water and allow that stored water to be extracted. 
These aquifers usually lie in between other sediments which cannot 
store water. The stored water in the aquifers were either originally 
there when those sediments were deposited or rain water from the 
surface seeped through various cracks in the ground and accumulated 
in the aquifers. In the early years when Guwahati was a small town, 
rain water collected in the lakes, swamps and in the paddy fields. 
Some of these waters could seep through the cracks in the ground and 
collect in the buried aquifers. With the increase in population, all the 
low lying areas were filled with soil and became residential areas. 
Most of the buried aquifers cannot get recharged with rain water any 
more.    

During the last 10-20 years increasing numbers of high rise multistorey 
residential complexes are being built in Guwahati. These huge resi-
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dential complexes require large quantities of water daily which is pri-
marily sourced from the ground water using deep tube wells. Most of 
the shallow aquifers are already depleted and the tube wells are being 
extended deeper and deeper. By law, these huge residential complexes 
are required to collect the rain water falling in the roof area and put 
them back into the ground. Unfortunately, the volume of rain water the 
roofs of these huge residential complexes are able to collect is very 
small compared to the volume of ground water drawn by these multisto-
rey complexes daily. The ground water is getting depleted in an alarm-
ing rate.  

The fast depletion of the ground water has the potential to create an-
other environmental tragedy in and around Guwahati in not so distant 
future. The depleted shallow aquifers now have the empty spaces which 
were filled by water before. Slowly the sediments from above will col-
lapse to fill in these empty spaces. Depending on how much empty 
space were created in those buried aquifers, the ground below those 
multistorey high rise buildings will move downwards putting stress on 
the foundation of those buildings. There are many faults (large fracture 
or crack in the ground below) in and around Guwahati. The ground 
movement close to these faults may be large enough to severely dam-
age those multistorey building with the potential to inflict serious inju-
ries to the residents of those buildings.  

It is advisable that the relevant authority immediately takes steps to 
recharge the depleted aquifers. Guwahati receives about 1800mm of 
rain every year and that should provide enough rain water runoff to put 
back into those depleted buried aquifers. In addition a detail scientific 
study should be carried out using modern techniques to fully understand 
the strength and the extents of the buried aquifers. Let us hope the 
administrators of Guwahati have learnt from the past mistakes and all 
steps will be taken to avoid any more environmental tragedy.   

 

 

 

Residential development in the hills of Guwahati  

 

 

Born in Assam, Dr. Lohit Datta-
Barua, a citizen of the USA has 
lived in the Houston area for ap-
proximately 40 years.  He was the 
founder of the Assam Association 
of North America in 1980. 
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Sometimes it is important to listen to our 
heart… 

~ Bidita Hazarika 

It has been 3 years now since Liza joined her first job after com-
pletion of her college life. This Assamese girl from the world's larg-
est river Island is circled by a very few friends in her life. The 
small number of friends she has is so close to her heart that she 
never felt the requisite of a special friend in her life. This simple 
girl from one of the interior villages of Majuli where communica-
tion still remains the biggest problem now trails her job in the 
business Capital of India. This success of her is all endorsed to her 
firm and zealous work which is why she is now a successful lady. 
Studying under the lights of the earthen lamps during night, this 
girl could only dream of a successful career. Liza grew up seeing 
her father working very hard to ensure that his only daughter was 
bestowed with the best possible education. She did not leave a 
single stone unturned to make her dream a reality to ensure the 
utmost happiness to her parents. 

Liza is now far away from her dear friends, family and her abode. 
All around her are lofty buildings, lavish vehicles etc. which she 
had hardly seen previously. Soon after joining her job, she turned 
busy in her work with the same brilliance that she has been achiev-
ing throughout her student life. She works as a software developer 
for a multi-national IT firm in Mumbai. Always busy writing codes, 
testing, deployments, meetings, onsite calls and so on, she hardly 
had time to listen to her heart. Liza’s parents now grew a little 
concerned about her since their daughter hardly spared time for 
them and her friends. It seemed to them that her daughter was 
moving away from her personal life. They now wanted to see her 
settled down, which is typical of an Indian family when it comes to 
a girl above the age of 21 years. But Liza was far away from all 
such conjugal stuff. 

After she spent two years in her workspace, suddenly a change 
gripped her life. One evening, her project manager, much to her 
surprise, asked her to initiate her ANZ VISA to travel to Melbourne 
on a new assignment. She was a bit nervous as she was still getting 
used to a metro city and now a bigger challenge in front of her, 
moving to a foreign land. But, like every other single challenge 
that she faced so far, she accepted this with a smile. 

Soon after a month she landed in the Land of the Yarra River, with 

a little nervous and excited heart. The chill cold in the month of May 
was initially unbearable for her. She preferred staying indoor and kept 
herself busy in her office works. But, as it is rightly said, destiny has 
always everything planned for each of us. While she was trying to get 
accustomed to the Australian accent, she found someone with whom 
she could converse in her mother tongue which made her felt that she 
was not very far from her own people. Manas has been in Melbourne 
for the last 2 years and shared the same workspace with Liza. They 
soon became good friends. Liza could now share all her problems with 
him and Manas never hesitated to help her. She found him as the per-
son whom she can totally rely on. Within a span of few months, Liza 
had a small group of good friends in Melbourne along with Manas. They 
visited many places together, partied together and had loads of fun 
without wasting a single weekend. 

Suddenly, in one of such 
enjoyable weekends, Liza 
returned home and rushed 
into tears, not knowing how 
to stop her flowing eyes. 
She failed to understand 
something that had hurt 
her heart so gravely. After 
a long time, she could real-
ize that Manas mocked a 
joke on her in front of the 
other friends and she was not able to tolerate it. Jokes among friends 
are very common, and then what is there to feel so bad about! It had 
happened many times before but Liza always took them in a sporting 
way. Listening to and understanding her heart was always so difficult 
for her.  Liza could not realize that she had fallen for her good friend 
and could not realize it till that day. She now understood that there 
was something else which is also an integral part of life apart from 
building ones career. Suddenly, Melbourne became the second best 
place in her life, next to her home. She could now realize that her 
special friend is in front of her, but she found it difficult to cover 
those few steps and convey her feelings. This seemed to be the tough-
est Project thrown at her by the Project Manager of our life, the prep-
aration of the implementation plan of which seemed next to impossi-
ble for her. 

She still doesn't know how to convey her state of mind to her "Mr. Per-
fect". She is also suffering from the common fear that she might lose 
one of her good friends. She has lost all peace of her mind now. Will 
Liza be able to gather her courage and convey her feelings to Manas? 
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Will her "Mr. Perfect" understand her love and care for him? Will he 
give her all happiness in life by reciprocating her love? Will Mel-
bourne remain the best place and time of Liza's life or this place will 
be a curse to her life, shattering all her happiness? Will Liza be able 
to eradicate her parents’ fear? Will she be able to write the correct 
code of her life and implement it successfully?  

For all your answers on Liza's life, stay tune to the next edition of 
Enajori…. J Till then, let us sometimes listen to our heart amidst our 
busy and hectic schedules where we hardly find time for our close 
ones and most importantly, ourselves, failing which we might over-
look something precious in life!! 

—————————— 

Assamese Wedding in Melbourne – 30th No-
vember 2012  

~Deep and Indrani Bora 

Our daughter Kimberly got engaged to Ashley Grant in 2011. After 
the engagement we started looking for a suitable venue for the Hom 
ceremony. Every weekend we would travel to Melbourne and inspect 
various halls. Finally we settled on the Luxor in Sydenham. 

We made a trip to Delhi to do the shopping for the bridal trousseau. 
We then made plans for the rituals of the wedding ceremony.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We wanted a typical Assamese ceremony, but also to be kept short 
according to Kim’s wishes. We went and met Tarun Bhattacharya, 

our official Assamese priest in Mel-
bourne. He explained to Kim and Ash 
the various important rituals in the  
ceremony. 

Kim made her own invitation cards. 
We kept the Assamese tradition of 
inviting our closest friends with a 
xoroi, gamosa and tamul-paan. We 
prepared a booklet explaining the 
ceremony to those unfamiliar with the 
Assamese wedding rituals. A week 
before the wedding, our relatives 
arrived from India and the US. 

Two days before the  wedding, Deep 
performed the Nondimukh ceremony which asks for the forefathers 
blessings. Then we did the Pani-tula ceremony to bathe Kim. Most of 
our relatives rubbed turmeric and lentils on Kim and poured oil on 
her head. 

On the wedding day at the Luxor, Ash was welcomed by the bride’s 
family and friends and his feet were washed by Kim’s cousins, Neha 
and Dimpa. Ash was accompanied to the mandap by all our relatives. 

First Tarun told Ash about his responsibilities. Then Kim came to the 
mandap wearing a traditional Assamese ivory and gold mekhela-
chador, which was given by her Bappu mama and Juri mami. Kim 
looked like a typical Assamese bride wearing all the traditional As-
samese jewellery. Tarun performed the ceremony in the time allo-
cated, explaining the importance of the rituals in a jovial and hu-
morous way. 

After the ceremony, sweets from Sweet India were offered to the 
guests. In this time, the bride and groom changed into  red attire for 
the dinner. Entrée was then served, followed by dinner and speech-
es. Our close friend, Captain Frank John, from Singapore entertained 
the crowd with the traditional Chinese toasts (yam-sengs). Also Deep 
and Ash spoke to thank all for coming to the wedding. The crowd 
was kept entertained by Priya’s Bollywood music to dance to and 
also two Assamese Bihu songs to which all the crowd joined in. 

We like to thank all our friends, relatives and Tarun who helped us 
to make the wedding a success. A special thanks to those who came 
from all over Australia and abroad. 

 

Kim in her Assamese Bridal clothes  

Nikhil, Indrani, Ashley, Kimberly, Sahil and Dipti Bora 
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িব  নাচ, িব  গীত, েঢকী, তাতশাল iতয্ািদ – 
িকছু বয্িkগত িচnা 

~pিতম pতাপ বৰৱুা 

আিজকািল িব েটা িব  িচ িডs’ েহ হ’ল। আিজকািলৰ লৰা
-েছাৱালীেয় িপঠা-পনা িচিন েনােপাৱা হ’ল। গছতলৰ িব েৱ 
ম  পােলৈগ। বাপিতসােহান িব নাচেটাo েকেনৈক নািচব লািগব 
তাৰ oপৰত িনয়ম-নীিত বািn িদয়া হ’ল। গাঁৱত aিজকািল 
েঢকীৰ মাত, তাতশালৰ মাত িনবৈল নাiিকয়া হ’ল। আগেত 
িব  বিুল িযেটা sত:ফূতর্  আনn লািগিছল েসiেটা আিজকািল 
েনােহাৱা হ’ল। িব েটা বািণজয্কৰণ কৰা ৈহেছ। টকা িদেলi 
িপঠা-পনা, কেপৗফুল সকেলা পায়। iতয্ািদ iতয্ািদ। িব েটা 
oচৰ চািপ aহাৰ লেগ লেগ eiেবাৰ কথাo িনবৈল েপাৱা 
যায়।  
আিম ভােবাঁ িব  eিতয়াo িব েয়i ৈহ আেছ আৰ ুথািকবo। 
িব েটা িব  িচ িডs’ েহাৱা নাi। আগৰ গছতলৰ িব নাচ 
আৰ ুআিজৰ ম ৰ িব নতৃয্ৰ মাজত aলপ হ’েলo pাথর্কয্ 
থািকবi। আগৰ গছতলৰ িব নাম আিজকািলৰ ম ত িব গীত 
হ’বi। eটা সংsৃিত সময়ৰ ৈসেত পিৰবতর্ ন বা uৎকষর্ সাধন 
হ’বৈল িনিদয়াৈক েজাৰ-জবৰদিs ধিৰ ৰািখবলগীয়া বs নহয়। 
পিৰবtর্নশীল সময়ৰ লেগ লেগ eটা সংsৃিতেৰা পিৰবতর্ ন আৰ ু
uৎকষর্ সাধন হ’বi। েসয়া aৱশয্mাৱী আৰ ু pেয়াজেনা। 
uদাহৰণ িহচােপ চকাৰ আিবsােৰ pথম বাৰৰ বােব মানৱ 
সভয্তাক eটা গিত িদেল। তাৰ িপছত আিহল জnেৱ টনা 
গাড়ী, তাৰ িপছত আিহল যntচািলত গাড়ী। যntচািলত 
গাড়ীিবলাকেৰা আগৰ িদনৰ গাড়ীিবলাকৰ লগত আিজকািলৰ 
সাধাৰণ গাড়ীিবলাকেৰ ব ত pাথর্কয্ আেছ, aতয্াধুিনক 
গাড়ীিবলাকৰ কথাi নকo।  
িকn হ’েলo গাড়ীখনৰ মলূ ৈবিশ য্িখিন আৰ ু uেdশয্িখিন 
eেকi আেছ। aতয্াধুিনক pযুিkৰ pেয়ােগ তাহািনৰ জnেৱ 
টনা গাড়ীখন েবিছ আৰামদায়ক, সুৰিkত, আকষর্ণীয় আৰ ু
েবগী কিৰ তুিলেছ। িঠক েতেনদেৰ আগৰ গছতলৰ িব নাচ 

আৰ ু িব নােম আিজৰ সময়ৰ আhানত ম ৈল আিহ িব নতৃয্ আৰ ু
িব গীতৰ ৰপূ ল’েল তাত েবয়া েদিখবলগীয়া eেকা নাi। মাt িযমােনi 
ম ৈল নাহক, িব গীতত আৰ ুেঢালৰ েছoত আৰ ুেপঁপাৰ মাতত িব ৰ 
মলূ ৈবিশ য্ আৰ ু uেdশয্িখিন eেকi থািকব লািগব। পৃিথৱীৰ য’েত 
হ’েলo েসi গীত, নতৃয্ আৰ ু েসi েঢাল-েপঁপাৰ মােত aসমীয়াক টািন 
আিনব পািৰব লািগব। আৰ ুলগেত িব ক ম ৈল aনাৰ নামত চাnা 
েতালাৰ দেৰ (aপ)সংsৃিতেয় সমাজত গা কিৰ uিঠব নালািগব।  
িব  েযৗৱনৰ uৎসৱ। পােহাৱাল েডকােটাৰ িব তলী ৰজনজনাi েযাৱা 
েঢালৰ েছoত পূণর্েযৗৱনা নাচনীজনীেয় udাম গিতত নািচেছ – iয়াতৈক 
সুnৰ দশৃয্ aসমীয়াৰ বােব আন িক হ’ব পােৰ? আিজকািল ম ৰ 
িব নতৃয্ৈল ব ত িনয়ম-কাননু আিহ পিৰল যিদo িব নতৃয্ৰ 
িবেশষjসকলৈল kমা িভkােৰ ক’ম েয িব ৰ st:ফূতর্ আনnক সকেলা 
সময়েত িনয়মৰ বােnােনেৰ বািnব িবচৰােটা uিচত নহয়। তাৰ লগেত 
আিম eiেটাo ক’ম েয িব নতৃয্ eিতয়া eটা সাধাৰণ নতৃয্ ৈহ থকা 
নাi। যেথ  ক  কিৰ, পdিতগতভােৱ িশিক, aনশুীলন কিৰ দশর্কৰ 
সnখুত পিৰেৱশন কিৰব পৰা নতৃয্ ৈহ uিঠেছ। গিতেক গছতলৰ িব  
ম ৈল আিহল বিুল িচবায়ুgsতাত েভাগাতৈক েসi নতৃয্ক আিম 
aসমীয়া জাতীয় সংsৃিতৰ aনয্তম িচনাকী িহচােপ জগত ম ৈল ৈল 
যাবৈলেহ েচ া কৰা uিচত।  
ব েত আেkপ কেৰ েয আিজকািল kিলৰ মােত বহাগৰ আগজাননী 
িনিদেয়। হয়, েসi আেkপ আমােৰা আেছ। হািব-বনিন কিম আিহেছ, 
kিলেয় কণী পািৰবৈল কাuৰীৰ বাহ িবচািৰ েনােপাৱা ৈহেছ। িকn 
আিজকািল গাঁৱত েঢকী আৰ ুতাতশালৰ মাত িনবৈল নাiিকয়া হ’ল – 
ei আেkপেটা সmেn আমাৰ কবলগা আেছ।  
ei আেkপেটা েকােন কেৰ? চহৰৰ মানেুহ। চহৰৰ মানহু েকানেবাৰ? 
আিমেবাৰ। আিম চহৰত েকেনৈক থােকাঁ? কােপাৰ েধাৱা যnt, শীত-তাপ 
িনয়ntণ কিৰব পৰা যnt, েখাৱা বs গৰমৈক বা ঠা াৈক ৰািখব পৰা 
যnt, ভাত ৰােnােত oেলাৱা েধাঁৱািখিন তৎkনাত ঘৰৰ বািহৰৈল 
uিলয়াi পিঠয়াব পৰা যnt – ei সকেলােবাৰ আমাক সকেলা সময়েত 
লািগবi। নহ’েল আমাৰ জীৱন aচল। আধুিনক pযুিkিবদয্াi িদয়া ei 
সকেলা সামgী আিম িনেতৗ আমাৰ জীৱন-যাtাত বয্ৱহাৰ কিৰম। তাৰ 
মাজেত বছেৰকত eিদন বা দিুদনৰ কাৰেণ আিম েকােনাবা গাঁৱৈল মণ
-িবলাস কিৰবৈল যাম। েসi দিুদন গাঁৱত আিম িবচািৰম েয ৰািতপুৱা 
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েঢকীৰ মােত আমাৰ কাণ জৰু েপলাoক। যােত uভিত আিহ 
চহৰৰ িনজৰ ঘৰৰ eয়াৰ কি ছn েকাঠাত আৰামৈক বিহ, 
জযু্ছাৰৰ সহায়ত uিলয়াi ৈল ীজত ঠা া কিৰ ৰখা eিগলাছ 
ফলৰ ৰস হাতত ৈল আিম গাঁৱত িন aহা েঢকীৰ মাতৰ 
িবষেয় কথা পািত aলপ সময় িবলািসতা কিৰব পােৰাঁ। আিম 
িনেজ eয়াৰ কি ছn গাড়ীত aহা েযাৱা কিৰম। িকn আিম 
িবচািৰম েয গাঁৱত মানেুহ গৰগুাড়ী বয্ৱহাৰ কিৰ থাকক। 
কাৰণ আিম েযিতয়া বছৰত eবাৰ গাঁৱৈল মণ-িবলাসত যাম 
েতিতয়া েসi গৰগুাড়ীখেন আমাৰ চk জৰু েপলাব। 
আিম বছৰত মাt eখন গােমাচা (তােকা সজাবৈল) বয্ৱহাৰ 
কিৰম। িকn আিম িবচািৰম েয গাঁৱৈল মণ-িবলাসত যাoঁেত 
তাতশালৰ শbi আমাৰ মনেটা জৰু েপলাoক। িকয়? িকয় ei 
sিবেৰািধতা? আধুিনক pযুিkৰ সহায়ত জীৱন-যাtাৰ মান 
unত কৰাৰ aিধকাৰ মাt চহৰৰ মানহুৰেহ থািকব, গাঁৱৰ 
মানহুৰ নথািকব – eiেটা েকেন ধৰণৰ কথা?  

আিম গাঁৱৈল ৈগ েঢকীৰ মান না নাপােলাঁ বিুল আেkপ 
কৰাতৈক eiবিুলেহ আেkপ কৰা uিচত েয আিজৰ িদনেতা 
েসiখন গাঁৱত eটা ধানবনা কল নাi, যntচািলত তাতশাল 
নাi। eিতয়াo েসiখন গাঁৱৰ মানেুহ iমান ক  কিৰ আৰ ু
iমান সময় ন  কিৰ েঢকীতেহ ধান বািন আেছ, িচৰা খুিn 
আেছ – eiেটােহ আমাৰ আেkপ েহাৱা uিচত।  
ব েত িব েটা বািণজয্কৰণ কৰা ৈহেছ হামৰাo কােঢ় আৰ ুটকা 
িদেলi িপঠা-পনা, কেপৗফুল সকেলা পায় বিুল iিতিকঙৰ সূৰত 
কথা কয়। আিজৰ পৃিথৱীত সমg মানৱ জীৱনেকi বজাৰ 
aথর্নীিতেয় িনয়ntণ কেৰ। েতেনsলত িব kঁৱৰীৰ বা ঢুলীয়াৰ 
pিতেযািগতাত আিথর্ক পুৰsাৰ িদয়া, িপঠা-পনা, কেপৗফুল 
আিদৰ িকনা-েবচা েহাৱােটাত আপিt িকয় থািকব লােগ? আৰ ু
িপঠা-পনা, কেপৗফুল aিদৰ িকনা-েবচা েকােন কেৰ? aসমীয়া 
মানেুহi নকেৰ জােনা?  

েকােনাবা aসমীয়া েডকাi বয্ৱসািয়ক িভিtত কেপৗফুল 
uৎপাদন কিৰ িবkী কিৰেল বা েকােনাবা aসমীয়া নাৰীেয় 
বয্ৱসািয়ক িভিtত িব ৰ িপঠা-পনা-লাড়ু uৎপাদন কিৰ িবkী 
কিৰেল আিম েতoঁেলাকক uৎসাহ েযােগাৱাৰ পিৰবেতর্  িকয় 

“টকা িদেলi িপঠা-পনা, কেপৗফুল সকেলা পায়” বিুল iিতিকং কিৰব 
লােগ? eেনৈক iিতিকং কৰাৰ িপছত যিদ আিম কoঁ েয aসমীয়া 
লৰা-েছাৱালীৰ বয্ৱসায় কৰাৰ মানিসকতা নাi েতেn iয়াতৈক েবিছ 
sিবেৰািধতা আৰ ুিক হ’ব পােৰ? 

েশষত থািকল আন eটা সতেত িনবৈল েপাৱা আেkপ - আগেত 
িব  বিুল িযেটা sত:ফূতর্  আনn লািগিছল েসiেটা আিজকািল 
েনােহাৱা হ’ল। বাপিতসােহান িব িটৰ sত:ফূতর্  আনn েনােহাৱা হ’ল 
বিুল বয্িkগতভােৱ আিম িব াস নকেৰাঁ। কাৰণ িব ৰ sত:ফূতর্ 
আনn uপেভাগ কিৰবৈল eটা িনমর্ল aসমীয়া মন লািগব।  
eসময়ত মানহুৰ ঘেৰ-ঘেৰ চিৰ গাiিছেলাঁ। সুিবধা পােল eিতয়াo 
গাম। জীৱনৰ 43 টা বসn পাৰ ৈহ েযাৱাৰ িপছেতা eিতয়াo েঢালৰ 
মাত িনেল মনেটা নািচ uেঠ, েপঁপাৰ মােত eিতয়াo েমাক pথম 
েযৗৱনৰ িদনেবাৰৈল uেভাতাi ৈল যায়। eিতয়াo ণ ণাo – 
“িপিৰিত িপিৰিত িপিৰিত িপিৰিত িমঠা চুৰা ৈদ, িপিৰিত িপিৰিত 
িপিৰিত িপিৰিত েবাৱা েবাৱিত ৈন, িপিৰিত িপিৰিত িপিৰিত oেৰ 
জীৱন থািকব ৈব।“  
েশষত সকেলােক আগnক ৰঙালী িব ৰ oলগ জনােলাঁ।  

--**-- 
 

 
 
িচ-9, িদlী গভণর্েমn aিফচাচর্  ে ট্ c , 

oৱান e, েবেটৰী েলn , ৰাজপুৰ েৰাড,  

িদlী-54 

(ম’বাiল : +919871018874) 
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েহপাহ েমাৰ পেলাৱা নাi 

(ভুেপনদাৰ pথম মতুৃয্ বািষর্কীত আগবঢ়াiেছা) 

(৺ডঃ ভুেপন হাজিৰকাৰ eিট গানৰ oপৰত আধািৰত) 

 

আকাশী যােনেৰ আিজ oলােলা 

ৱাহাটী মহানগৰৰ পৰা  

ভুেপনদাৰ মহাবা খনৰ oপৰেৰ 

kমেশ পি মৰ িপেন। 
 

মনত েহপাহ েযন েতেখতক কʼম - 

দাদা, মi িকn কাংচনজংঘা খন চাব পাম 

আেপািন েয কিলকতাৰ পৰা আেহােঁত েনেদিখেল 

েতজপুৰৈল েফােটা eখন পিঠয়া িদম 

uৰণীয়া মেনেৰ আৰ ুeিট গান িলিখ নাব। 
 

মনৰ ei েহপাহেটা ৰািখ থʼম 

পুনৰ জnত েকিনবা যিদ িলিখেয় িদেয়। 

 

 

- সতয্িজৎ নাথ 

Seattle, USA 

Assamese Phokora-Juona   

 
 

Tumare ghoror bah gaj kati 
Tare korisu khorisa 
Tumake besi dhan tu loisu 
Kothatu mon korisa  

nijor naak kati 
xotineer jatra bhongo...  

mon korilei chon 
bakori matitu dhon 

pu nati dhore sati 
ji naati jopona kaati  

aase goru nabai haal 
huwatkoi nuhuwai bhal..  

adak dekhi uthil ga  
keturiye boley moko khaa 

dhaan tuwe proti kon tu, 
manuh tuwe proti montu   

bhitore rong song 
bahire kuwha bhaturi...........   

Vic Assam Picnic 2013 
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A Date with the Indian (Hindu) Calendar 

~ Rajen Barua 

Rajen Barua,USA 

rajenbarua@gmail.com 
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Zubeen Garg performing in Melbourne 2013 
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Anita Mazinder Barua 

M.Sc. Anthropology 

Kahilipara, Guwahati 

Vic Assam Picnic 2013 

Vic Assam Picnic 2013 
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Girijiananda Chowdhury Institute of 
Management & Technology, 

Guwahati, ASSAM 

Email:buljit@gmail.com 

A Painting for Rongali Bihu by Rupali 
Barua 
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2013 GRIP STUDENT LEADERSHIP CONFER-
ENCE FOR PRIMARY STUDENTS 

~Mrigank Bora 

 

Hi everyone, wish you all a very happy Bihu and  

A very happy Assamese New Year!!! 

Today I would like to share my experience as Junior School Captain of  

Overnewton Anglican Community College (OACC) at Taylors Lakes cam-
pus.  

My duties as a Captain: 

Conducting assemblies. 

Being a role model to all my friends. 

Attending meetings with the Principal and with  

SRC (Students Representative Council) 

Discuss about the issues happening at the school and how to overcome 
them. 

Now I would like to share a conference held on 14 March 2013 known as 
GRIP Student Leadership Conference held at Melbourne Convention 
Centre. I went to the Melbourne Convention Centre with other leaders 
from our School. It was an early start for all of us as we all got on the 
bus at 7:15am. As the conference was about to start at 9am at Mel-
bourne Convention Centre so we had to leave the school at early in the 
morning. 

WHAT IS GRIP? 

GRIP leadership formerly known as Impact Leadership is an organisation 
that develops young leaders through a variety of workshops which are 
designed to build the concept of leadership and deliver powerful mes-
sages through interactive activities and simple games. The conference 
was conducted by Andy and Mason, from GRIP leadership team. There 
were 2100 students and teachers from all over Victoria taking part in 
this conference. It was a great experience to meet other leaders from 
other schools and have lots of fun at the same time. There were a lot 
of activities throughout the day that we were engaged in including 
different ways of leading, getting a GRIP of the needs of our school, 
working as a team, values of leadership and a Q&A (question and an-
swer) with the GRIP leadership team. 

Activities in GRIP and my learning’s: 

The very first activity we were engaged in was a game of naughts and 
crosses. The purpose of the activity was to work together and think 

differently, and play as many games as we could in 40 seconds. All of 
us quickly began playing and we could see that our objective was to try 
and beat the person we were playing against. This was not an objective 
that was asked of us. This innate behaviour of winning is something 
that we all have and for some, it is a win at all costs attitude. At the 
end of the forty seconds, the presenters then asked the audience to 
indicate the amount of games they played in the allocated time. Eight 
was the most a pair had played. In their summary they explained that 
in leadership the concept of working together is an important ingredi-
ent of success. With that in mind they asked us to play again and now 
all of us were concerned about was the amount of games we played. 

To help the students further understand the concept of leadership the 
GRIP team highlighted some key elements of leadership and another 
one of my other favourite activities was Heads, Shoulders, Knees and 
Toes. The presenters began by saying that everybody can be a leader, 
and then all were asked to sing the song and dance to the music re-
membering to keep up as the music picked up in tempo. The message 
at the end of the singing and dancing was very powerful. The four 
words Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes all stood for essential ele-
ments of leadership. 

Heads: Think of Others. Don’t just talk and complain. 

Shoulders: Carry the load for others by making their day easier. 

Knees: Move forward. The presenters demonstrated that knees can 
only bend one way-forward. 

Toes: Balance responsibilities. Use the talents and strengths of every-
body. 

My best experience was when we had to find eight things from the big 
screen. I learnt how the values of a Police Officer, Fire Fighter and an 
Ambulance Officer are very important when it comes to being a good 
leader.  

Police Officer: A Police Officer’s job is to give good instructions to 
others and to keep the system working fairly within the community.  

Fire Fighter: A Fire Fighter’s job is to lead actively doing a task such 
as fighting fire, rescuing people and arriving at the right time.  

Ambulance Officer: Ambulance Officer’s job is to care for others such 
as to help people if they are hurt and taking them to the hospital at 
the right time.  

Another activity I liked was called GRIP values of leadership. We had to 
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come up with our own words that represented the name GRIP. These 
were positive things that leaders might do.  

The final activity we did was called “Who was the leader?” We watched 
four different movie clips from popular animation movies and we had to 
find out who the leader was and what leadership principles they dis-
played. An example of one of the movies we watched was called Mada-
gascar 3. The leader was Alex the lion and the leadership principle he 
displayed was moving forward. This was the part in the movie when 
Alex convinced the other animals that they should work together to get 
back to New York. 

The conference concluded with a dance party and as we walked back 
(some danced) to the bus on a high, to head back to school the acronym 
of GRIP- Growth, Relationship, Integrity and People was ringing in our 
ears. I reflected on the day and spoke to my friends on the way back to 
school and how we can take our new skills back to Overnewton. I really 
enjoyed my time at the conference and learned lots of new things such 
as being a team player, thinking actively and being resilient. I am en-
joying my time as a school captain and using my skills which I picked up 
in GRIP to carry out my duties as a school captain much efficiently. I 
hope to use my leadership skills going forward in future and help others 
to build up these skills.  

 

 

Mrigank Bora, Year 4 

Lino Miri, Year 7 
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Buffalo Fight in Rongali Bihu 
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Piari Dhillon 

Fancy Dress competition in Magh Bihu 2013 Feast in Magh Bihu 2013 
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Priyanka Bora 

Spoon race Magh Bihu 2013 
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Society for Empowerment, Service, Train-
ing and Awareness, Australia (SESTAA)   

~ Hemanta Doloi & Smita Sabhlok 
A non-government charity organisation known as Society for Em-
powerment, Service, Training and Awareness, Australia (briefly 
SESTAA) was formed in 2009 with a few active members of the 
Assamese community in Melbourne. The mission of SESTAA is to 
develop a fair world where the disabled and disadvantaged in the 
community have the ability to exercise their basic rights of equali-
ty and opportunity.  

Currently SESTAA is working with a few local and regional organisa-
tions in the North Eastern State of Assam in India to help disabled 
and disadvantaged in the community and reach their fullest poten-
tials in lives. Over past years, SESTAA has been receiving over-
whelming support of our volunteers, members, donors and spon-
sors. Bulk of SESTAA’s funds come from fund raising functions such 
as yearly dinner dance, food stalls in the events organised by the 
councils.   

Among a few key partner organisations in Assam, Prerona in Jorhat 
and Rural Volunteers Centre in Dhemaji are particularly helpful in 
materialising SESTAA’s mission.  For instance, SESTAA has been 
supporting the salaries of a psychologist and a speech therapist in 
Prerona over last two years. Further support has been extended to 
Prerona for establishment of a training cum conference centre 
with teleconferencing facilities, and meeting the expenses for a 
total of 24 students, staff and parents to participate at a cultural 
programme in Guwahati. With SESTAA’s support, Rural Volunteers 
Centre (Dhemaji) had made a significant progress in the communi-
ty survey work and in forming self-help groups.  

SESTAA’s current executive committee members are Dr Deepali 
Dhillon (President), Mrs Rita Sarma (Vic-President), Ms Smita Sa-
bhlok (Secretary), Ms Monjita Dutta-Doloi (Treasurer), Mr Sundar 
Sarma (Executive Member) and Dr Hemanta Doloi (Executive Mem-
ber). 

Among a number of key projects supported by SESTAA through the 
local organisations in Assam, following are a few remarkable 
achievements that we are proud of:  

A Ray of Hope through Self Help Group (SHGs)  

The community mobilisers in Dhemaji brought together disabled mem-
bers and their families to form 6 SHGs in two panchayats of the Dis-
trict. Monthly meetings have been held and bank accounts opened by 
the groups. Participation in group activities will empower the members 
socially and economically.  

A Long Road Ahead!  

107 people with disability identified through the survey in Dhemaji, 
and out of them, several children and adults severely disabled with 
almost no mobility. Only 12 persons have the government issued ID 
card and very few have access to proper medical facilities. The task of 
rehabilitation is yet to start for the disabled people in the region. 

Empowerment for the Parents:  

The engagement of professionals, such as, psychologist and speech 
therapist, has proved beneficial not only for the children of Prerona, 
but also for the parents. For the first time in their lives, parents and 
carers are being listened to and their concerns are getting some atten-
tion and the children are getting reviewed regularly. 
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News and Achievements 
 

Ms Prateeti Sabhlok, Yr 12 student of Koonung Secondary College and 
daughter of Vic Assam members (Smita and Sanjeev Sabhlok) has been 
recently chosen as a member of the Australian National Synchronised 
Swimming Squad. Prateeti has been an avid synchronised swimmer 
since the age of 9, having consistently and diligently pursued her inter-
est with dedication and commitment for the last eight years. In addi-
tion to participating in every Australian National Championships since 
2007, Prateeti has also represented Australia in the 2010 Oceania 
Championships, Samoa and in the 2011 New Zealand Championships, 
Hamilton. Prateeti recently won the Nunawading Shield for the highest 
junior figure score at the Victorian Synchronized Swimming State 
Championships and also won silver medal in her Open Duet at the 2013 
Australian Open and Age Group Championships.  

 

CONGRATULATIONS PRATEETI! 

 

Prateeti Sabhlok 

Musical Chair Magh Bihu 2013 

Tug-of-war Magh Bihu 2013 

One Leg Race Magh Bihu 2013 
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Bhaona (Assamese: ভাoনা) 

It is a traditional form of entertainment, always with religious mes-
sages, prevalent is Assam, India. It is a creation of Mahapurusha 
Srimanta Sankardeva, written in the early sixteenth century. He cre-
ated the form to convey religious messages to villagers through en-
tertainment. Later Srimanta Madhavdeva also wrote some plays. The 
plays of Bhaona are popularly known as Ankiya Nats and their staging 
is known as Bhaona. The Bhaona generally staged at Satras and 
Namghars in Assam. There are some special characteristics of Bhaona 
like the plays, dialogues, costumes, ornaments, entry and foot-steps 
of the characters.  These characteristics help to differentiate Bhaona 
from other plays.  

Today we are performing a satirical adaptation from Epic Ramayan 
from Hindu mythology. This play is not a classic Assamese Bhaona but 
a modern comical presentation “Sita Horon”, where wife of Sri Ram 
has been abducted by daemon Ravana by playing foul game and later 
Sita was rescued by Ram in a battle where Ravana is captured and 
killed.  

Characters-  

 

Sri Ram:Mr Barnam Bora Laksman:Mr Ritwick Bora   

Hanuman:Mr Rituraj Rajkhowa Ravan:Dr Hemanta Doloi    

Sita:Dr Pranjal Deka   Surpanakha:Mr Sekhar Barua 

Dasi:Mrs Anjana Borgohain Deka & Mrs Parthana Deka Saikia 

Music:Barnam   Set Decoration:Dhon     

Script Writter:Dr Hemanata Doloi and Co 

Directed by:Dr Pranjal Deka 

Prize Distribution Magh Bihu 2013 

Tug-of-war Magh Bihu 2013 

Arm wrestling Magh Bihu 2013 
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Celebration of Mukoli Bihu in Ranghar 

Vic Assam Inc. acknowledges the support of Victorian Multicultural Commission, Boroondara Council & Rotary Club towards cele-
brating Rongali Binu 2013. 

 

 


